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Join textile artists Jocelyne 
Leath and Jane Dávila and 
learn all about dyeing and 
mix-media materials in these 
fun hands-on workshops. 
Classes run daily unless 
indicated:

unique stitching
textile art with

10am Painted Planets,  
with Jocelyne. Create a fabulous 
painted art quilt. Class cost $25. 

11.30am Art Gives..., with Cecile. 
Make the elements to put together a wall 
hanging or other project using a range of 
materials including fabric, metal, paint, 
TAP and more... Class cost $30.

1pm Mixed Media Mini Art 
Cards, with Jocelyne. Experiment 
with a range of materials such 
as Lutradur, Angelina, kunin felt, 
beads and more and create a lovely 
mini art work on card suitable for 
framing. Class cost $20.

2.30pm Wednesday only 
Mixed Media Altered Box, 
Jane Dávila. Join Jane Dávila 
and, working within a theme, 
create a small altered box 
and an artist card to put 
in it. Experiment with an 
assortment of fun ways to 
add glimmer and glam to your 
work! Class cost $45.

Enjoy these new classes and create something 
beautiful at the fair.
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2.30pm Thursday only 
Gyotaku Artist Trading Card 
Join Jane and learn the Japanese 
art of fish printing (gyotaku) with 
mini rubber replica fish. Make a 
printed, stamped and collaged 
fibre ATC plus a bonus painted 
and stamped art paper envelope 
to keep it safe. Class cost $45. 

9.30am to 4pm Sunday only Surface 
Design Sampler FULL DAY CLASS 
Spend the day with Jane and play with a 
large variety of materials and supplies - 
paintstiks, decolourants, assorted inks, 
mediums, paints, stamp pads, foil, smooch, 
Angelina fibres and powders - more than 
12 in all. This class is the perfect chance to 
try out all of the hot new supplies. Class 
cost $95.

2.30pm Saturday only Spirit Flags Learn new  
techniques while creating a string of flags that celebrate  
your spirit. Make your own stamps and transfer images using 
TAP and other methods. Each flag represents a spirit of your 
choice like the spirit of friendship, the spirit of peace, the spirit of 
creativity - let the spirit move you! Class cost $45.

Book 
now!

New!

2.30pm Friday only Dress 
Up Collages Join Jane and 
play ‘dress up’ while learning a 
variety of stamping and stencilling 
techniques. Customize a fabric 
frock with stamps you make, attach 
it to a painted background, and 
embellish to show off your unique 
fashion style. Class cost $45.

Class costs cover all the materials required plus the use of class 
equipment. Book at Stand K49 at the fair or 
online at www.uniquestitching.com.au


